


BIO
 Made up of guitarist and musical director Santiago Izaciga 
and drummer Andy Gomez, both from Bogotá, Colombia, bassist 
David Goodman from Barbados, and front woman Bella Rosa 
from London, ON - Canada, the band was formed in November 
2019 when Bella, Santiago and Andy met and subsequently got 
together to record a single.
 Out of Breath was the band's first track, released on Dec. 
19, 2020, garnering incredible feedback from a number of experts 
in the industry. The single was produced and mixed by Izaciga and 
mastered by Ted Jensen at Sterling Studio in Nashville, TN.
 After the launch, the band hit the studio once again to 
record their follow-up single Rollercoaster, while also focusing on 
finding another member to round out the group with open audi-
tions. The band auditioned with a ton of amazingly talented musi-
cians, and in the end it was Goodman who stood out from the rest 
and he was invited into the fold March 2020.
 While the band was scheduled to get back to rehearsal that 
same month, all plans had to be put on hold due to COVID-19.
Bella Rosa finally got back to work at the end of May, and the 
electrifying energy was felt immediately.
 The band is currently rehearsing to develop a live show in 
preparation for when live music makes its triumphant return and 
are also writing material for future projects.



MUSIC

https://youtu.be/lpc8AxZXcRs

https://youtu.be/vA6dO6CSvSw

Recorded in London, ON at Prevail Music Studios
- Producer: 
  Santiago Izaciga
- Mastering: 
  Ted Jensen - Sterling Audio - Nashville, TN.

- Available on all digital streaming platforms

Out of Breath



MEDIA



7,500+ Followers on
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8,500+ Followers on
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www.bellarosamusic.com
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@bellarosamusic https://www.bellarosamusic.com/



GERRY ROZO
Manager

manager@bellarosamusic.com
+1 (519) 694-9925
858 Silverfox Cres.
London, ON Canada

Bella Rosa is managed by Rozo Entertainment Inc.


